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Abstract
Relations between China and North Korea are troubled and look like
they will continue to deteriorate. The deterioration is largely the result of
both states going through especially turbulent leadership transitions,
which are changing decades-old patterns of governance. Moreover,
Chinese and North Korean foreign policy goals conflict more than before,
and this ensures a continued downward spiral in ties.
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Introduction
China has only one formal military ally, North Korea. North Korea
also has only one such ally, China. Yet relations between the two states
are at an historic low and, in all probability, will deteriorate even further.
At the moment, Beijing and Pyongyang look like they are barely on
speaking terms.
Why? There are two principal reasons. First, both people’s
republics are going through especially turbulent phases. Among other
things, leadership transitions are changing established patterns of
governance. The disruptions to internal stability are in turn affecting
their external relations.
Second, Beijing’s and Pyongyang’s foreign policies conflict more
than in the past. As these two capitals pursue separate goals,
longstanding relationships are breaking and new ones are being formed.
Rapid change is becoming the dominant geopolitical theme in North Asia.
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North Korea’s Transition
Kim Jong-il, the second in his family to rule the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea (DPRK), died in December 2011, apparently of a
heart attack. His designated successor and son, Kim Jong-un, succeeded
him.
One-man states are the least stable forms of government, and these
shaky regimes are most vulnerable during leadership transitions. The
transition to the third Kim generation was particularly risky for various
reasons. For instance, Kim Jong-un, perhaps 28 at the time of his
accession, was far too young for a Confucian society like North Korea.
To compound matters, he was the youngest of Kim Jong-il’s
acknowledged sons and not his father’s first choice. 1
More important, Kim Jong-il did not have time to prepare his son for
one of the most difficult positions in the world. Kim Il-sung, the first
Kim leader, took more than two decades to get his son, Kim Jong-il,
ready to rule. The process started sometime in the early 1960s, and by
the time of the Great Leader’s fatal heart attack in July 1994, his son was
able to manage the transition to his benefit. When the official mourning
period came to a close in 1997, Kim Jong-il had, from all appearances,
consolidated his grip on power.
Kim Jong-il, however, was not as farsighted as his father. He started
training Kim Jong-un a little more than two years before he died. It
appears the grooming of his young son began only after his stroke, which
occurred sometime in the second half of 2008.
The result is that Kim Jong-un did not have sufficient opportunity to
learn the complex ways of the regime. As Bruce Bechtol, Jr. of Angelo
State University has pointed out, a Kim ruler has a complex balancing
act to master, keeping the three main elements of the regime—the
Korean People’s Army, the Korean Workers’ Party, and the security
services—in alignment while retaining the support of Kim family
insiders.2
Moreover, young Kim did not have sufficient time to put his loyalists
in place, another essential task in a transition. Because Kim Jong-il
realized he had started the transition process too late, he essentially
appointed regents—his sister, Kim Kyong-hui, and her husband, Jang
Song-thaek—to protect his son should he not be around to do so. His
protectors, especially the avaricious and ambitious Jang, caused even
more instability for the new ruler.
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Despite all the disadvantages he inherited, most analysts thought
Kim Jong-un took command over regime elements fast. For example,
Choe Sang-Hun of the New York Times reported at the end of 2013 that
Kim “has swiftly consolidated his grip.” 3 That opinion perhaps was
based on the views of the South Korean foreign ministry, which in its
white paper issued in the middle of that year stated Kim was firmly in
control of the Party apparatus and the military. 4
Yet there are reasons to doubt those assessments because at this time
Kim Jong-un’s grip on power looks precarious, perhaps exceedingly so.
For one thing, since he took over there has been almost constant change
in the one institution in North Korea that matters most, the army. He has
switched his army chief four times in less than four years. His father, on
the other hand, replaced his chief only three times over the course of
almost 18 years. As Reuters noted in May 2015, “Pyongyang’s military
leadership has been in a state of perpetual reshuffle since Kim Jong-un
took power.”5
The turmoil in the top ranks of the Korean People’s Army is
continuing. General Hyon Yong-chol, North Korea’s defense minister,
was reportedly executed at a military academy near Pyongyang around
the end of April 2015. South Korea’s National Intelligence Service
(NIS) stated that the general was put to death for disrespecting Kim
Jong-un—snoozing at a public event—and for disobedience.6
The disclosure of Hyon’s execution attracted wide attention for many
reasons, among them the gruesome method of killing—by anti-aircraft
fire at close range—and the semi-public spectacle of the event—he was
supposedly put to death in front of hundreds. 7 Yet the story took on
added significance because it came soon after the reporting in February
2015 of the execution of a four-star general, Pyon In-son, probably in the
preceding month but perhaps in late 2014.8
And the killings of Hyon and Pyon came amid other executions
throughout the other constituencies of the regime. NIS reported 68
senior officials were killed from 2012 to 2014. In 2015, a NIS
assessment released on April 29 states Kim Jong-un had ordered the
execution of 15 senior officials so far that year.9 In addition, it appears
that other high-ranking army officers have disappeared since Hyon’s
execution. 10 In contrast, Kim Jong-il executed only 10 officials during
the first four years of his rule. 11
Kim Jong-un’s death toll, as high as it is, almost certainly understates
the magnitude of the purge. Add in junior officials and officers, and total
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deaths could be closer to 500 according to Bechtol. “Most of these
executions are not public,” he notes. “Guys disappear or they end up in a
camp where they die.”12
Kim Jong-un by all accounts is ruling in an “impromptu manner,”13
something evident from his elimination of subordinates. The architect of
the new terminal of the Pyongyang airport and five others were put to
death 14 in late 2014 because Kim thought their design did not, in his
words, “preserve the Juche character and national identity.” 15 One
official was executed in January 2015 for questioning Kim Jong-un’s
forestry policy. In February, an official was killed for challenging Kim’s
plans to construct a building in the shape of the flower named after his
grandfather Kim Il-sung. In March, a firing squad dispatched four senior
members of Pyongyang’s Unhasu Orchestra.16
There may be no one immune to the bloodletting. In a May 2015
CNN interview, a defector, speaking anonymously, claimed Kim Jongun had his aunt, Kim Kyong-hui, poisoned.17 That report is speculative,
but she has not been seen in public since January of that year.18 Yet the
most important execution is that of her husband, Jang Song-thaek.
Jang, “a traitor to the nation for all ages” as the official Korean
Central News Agency called him, 19 was killed in December 2013,
probably torn apart by large-caliber rounds. Then Kim systematically
purged officials in his uncle’s vast, nationwide patronage network,
killing some of them 20 and ordering the execution of Jang’s family
members as well.21
Most foreign observers have not been especially troubled by the
bloodletting. “The strategy seems to be working: There’s little sign of
any real opposition to Kim’s rule among the Pyongyang elite,” wrote
Andrei Lankov in May 2015.22 The oft-quoted Korea watcher in Seoul at
Kookmin University thinks the series of purges is a sign that the new
ruler is solidifying his position by removing the disloyal. 23 Lankov’s
view is consistent with that of the NIS, which in 2015 did not believe
Kim was in any imminent difficulty because no one was opposing him. 24
The majority view, however, is subject to question. “The most easily
discernable sign of weakness in the power structure, or an inability to
fully control a government, is purges—and in North Korea there have
been plenty of them,” writes Bechtol in his latest book, North Korea and
Regional Security in the Kim Jong-un Era: A New International Security
Dilemma.25
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Bechtol’s general observation certainly applies to the North Korea
political scene today. “What we’re seeing now among his own people in
both the party and in the military structure, he’s clearly having problems
because he keeps executing them,” Victor Cha of the Center for Strategic
and International Studies told CNN in May 2015. “It’s been four years
that we’ve been in this leadership transition, and a transition that lasts
four years isn’t a transition any more. It means that there’s something
seriously wrong.”26
How wrong? Some North Koreans compare today’s series of
executions to those that preceded the fall of the Chosun Dynasty. 27 That
could be the correct comparison because Kim, with his violent behavior,
has put his regime at risk.
The problem is that Kim is not only in the midst of a seemingly
never-ending transition of power, he is also trying to change the nature of
Kim rule, or at least adjust the balance of the constituent elements of the
regime. Kim Il-sung created a one-man system where no one element
dominated politics in the DPRK, as the regime likes to call itself. These
elements all kept each other in check, surveilling, reporting on, and
challenging each other. Founder Kim perfected the art of keeping
everything revolving around himself—and everything in balance.
Kim Jong-il was far weaker than his father and as a result needed to
create a power base to call his own. He did that the fast way by letting
the military take on a more prominent role, allowing generals and
admirals to elbow the Korean Workers’ Party and even the security
services to the sidelines. That, in a nutshell, is the concept behind Kim
Jong-il’s iteration of songun, the military-first policy.
Jang Song-thaek, young Kim Jong-un’s regent, restored balance, fast
bringing the Party back to its traditional position. Yet as he did that, he
took from the flag officers’ streams of income from, among other things,
exports. There are many theories as to why Kim Jong-un ordered Uncle
Jang killed, but one of them is that the army wanted its money—along
with power and prestige—back and forced Kim to get rid of Jang. In fact,
the military looks like it has been getting a slightly larger share of the
nation’s resources since then.
Yet the fight over cash does not appear to be over. Kim Jong-un, as
he struggles to gain control over the flag officers, is trying to “wrest the
vast trade and other economic rights the military accumulated under his
father and restore them to the cabinet.” 28
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As Cho Han-beom of the Korea Institute for National Unification
notes, Kim has purged relatively few from either the Korean Workers’
Party or the Ministry of State Security. 29 This suggests the deadly game
of regime politics will continue to be centered at the top of the Korean
People’s Army, where generals and admirals are bound to resist attempts
to deemphasize songun policies. 30 “Kim Jong-un may have felt a need to
suppress discontent and skepticism rising within the military elites about
his rule by making an example out of their minister, General Hyon,” Kim
Dong-yup told the New York Times. “This may be the beginning of a
new round of disciplining the military.”31
Further deadly disagreements between the Kim family and the
country’s most powerful institution cannot be good for the DPRK. So
far, Kim has been able to prevail by employing divide-and-rule tactics,
but the constant turnover also means he has not been able to find a flag
officer he can trust. He is, after all, searching for some four-star willing
to act against the interests of the military, and that is a tall order. Not
even the threat of death seems to have worked for him in this regard.
And the resort to the ultimate punishment puts Kim at risk. As was
evident from Stalin’s Soviet Union, the spilling of blood creates a
dynamic that is hard to stop. The act of killing of course intimidates
others, but it also creates enemies, who then have to be eliminated.
Blood, after all, demands blood.
Moreover, murderous leaders provide incentives to subordinates to
fight back. Anyone under suspicion knows that the alternatives to
almost-certain execution are either fleeing North Korea32 or killing Kim.
No surprise then that the pace of executions appears to be increasing
recently. Kim’s “reign of extreme terror”33—the phrase used by South
Korean President Park Geun-hye in May 2015—has worked up to now,
but even those who believe the DPRK is stable see trouble soon. Koh
Yu-hwan of Dongguk University in Seoul, for instance, believes the
regime could “reach its limit” if purges go on. 34
That conclusion seems correct. The National Intelligence Service
has noted that senior leaders in Pyongyang doubt Kim’s “governing
style.”35 Ordinary North Koreans are turning away from Kim because,
among other reasons, of the continued killings. As one source in South
Pyongan province told the Daily NK site, “People say that considering
the fact that Kim had executed dozens of high-ranking officials within
the few years since coming to power, ‘there’s no hope left.’ ”36
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The apparent loss of support at all levels of society is one reason
Kim Jong-un, despite four years at the apex of political power, may be
no more secure than the day he took over after the unexpected death of
his father. At no time since 1949, one year after the founding of the
DPRK, has a Kim ruler had less support than Kim Jong-un does today.37
Given the instability in Pyongyang, North Korea is no position to
deal with other nations in good faith, and that includes new friends, like
Russia. Kim Jong-un did not go to Moscow for the commemoration of
the 70th anniversary of the end of Second World War as he was widely
expected to do. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov chalked that up to
“Korea’s internal affairs,”38 and that sounds correct. Kim was apparently
so insecure that he felt he could not leave his country; worse, it appears
he is also not confident enough to travel to large parts of the DPRK.39
And Kim has not been able to maintain friendly relations with China.
Tellingly, he has not traveled there as North Korea’s leader.
China’s Transition
Purges in Pyongyang are being matched by purges in Beijing.
China’s political system, also undergoing an historic leadership transition,
is in a state of flux and almost certainly unstable.
That’s not what most analysts think. The dominant narrative, today
as well as in past years, is that Xi Jinping quickly consolidated his
political position after becoming the Communist Party’s general
secretary in November 2012. In June 2013, both the New York Times 40
and the Wall Street Journal,41 on the eve of his “shirtsleeves summit”
with President Obama, reported that administration officials had
determined that Xi had asserted control over the Party apparatus and
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) much faster than anticipated.
On the surface, the transfer of power from Fourth Generation
supremo Hu Jintao to the Fifth Generation Xi has proceeded without
incident, and that is all the more an accomplishment because it is the first
leadership transition in the history of the People’s Republic not
engineered by Deng Xiaoping, Mao Zedong’s successor. Deng, after
quickly disposing of the hapless Hua Guofeng, chose himself, and then
he picked both Jiang Zemin to succeed him and Hu to follow Jiang.
Deng was in no position, however, to make a selection for the top spot in
the post-Hu leadership team.
China experts believe the transition from Hu to Xi has been governed
by the Party’s internal rules and procedures and has thus proceeded in
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“smooth” fashion. Yet there have been, in reality, severe problems. In a
one-party state, even one as bureaucratized as China, regulations change
with the whim of leaders, and in this Hu-Xi transition there have been
disruptions.
By far, the biggest disruption is the wide ranging prosecution of both
high- and low-level officials, “tigers” and “flies” in Beijing lingo. New
Chinese Communist leaders have always engaged in some housecleaning,
but Xi Jinping’s efforts have been unprecedented in scope and duration.
Under the guise of a campaign against corruption, Xi has promoted
what John Minnich of Stratfor has called “the broadest and deepest effort
to purge, reorganize, and rectify the Communist Party leadership since
the death of Mao Zedong in 1976 and the rise of Deng Xiaoping two
years later.” 42 The unprecedented prosecution of others threatens the
basis of Party rule by “deconstructing” the web of patronage
relationships that keeps that organization in power. 43
Xi’s relentless campaign has been generally viewed as proof that he
dominates the political landscape. As the Wall Street Journal’s Andrew
Browne wrote in August 2014, “So far at least, there’s little sign of
resistance.”44 Yet as in North Korea, purges in China are, in reality, a
sign of continued weakness of its leader, not his strength. If he were as
strong as many believe, why would there be need for more purges?
Xi has roiled the political system, breaking norms designed to ensure
stability. The incarceration of former internal security czar Zhou
Yongkang after a secret trial in May 2015, for instance, violates the
Party’s generation-old taboo prohibiting prosecutions of members or
former members of the Politburo Standing Committee. If leaders knew
they would not be hunted down, as they were in the Maoist period, they
would be more inclined to withdraw quietly after losing political
struggles. In other words, Deng Xiaoping, Mao’s crafty successor,
reduced the incentive for political figures to fight to the end and possibly
tear the Communist Party apart. As such, the prohibition against
prosecution was an important element in restoring a sense of order in the
Chinese political system.
Xi Jinping, however, is reversing the process and upping the stakes,
something evident in the life imprisonment of both Zhou, the most senior
official purged since the Maoist period, and Bo Xilai, a former Party
official allied with Zhou and others Xi considered threats. Those jailings
are signs China is returning to a period that many thought was long past.
During the mostly permissive Deng, Jiang, and Hu eras, powerbrokers
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tried to maintain a delicate balance among the Party’s competing and
shifting factions, groups, and coalitions. Xi’s motto, however, is “You
die, I live.”45
As Renmin University’s Zhang Ming says, “combat” between Xi and
others “has been white-hot.”46 Xi is forcing his opponents to fight hard
to protect themselves, their patronage networks, and their families, and
therefore his unprecedented action probably marks the end of a twodecade period of stability, a time that permitted China to recover from
Mao’s disastrous 27 years of rule and the disruptive Beijing Spring of
1989. The question going forward, therefore, is whether intraorganization fighting in the future will be constrained by Party rules and
played out within established bounds.
Xi, however, has made it clear he will not let norms prevent him
from realizing his outsized ambitions. Every leader of the People’s
Republic has been weaker than his predecessor—except Xi. Xi, unlike
his predecessors, obviously has nurtured hopes and dreams Mao-like in
their scope and grandeur, and that has led him, more than his three
immediate predecessors, to eliminate political opponents.
Mr. Xi has openly scorned Mikhail Gorbachev, but like the last
Soviet leader he is a figure wanting to accomplish great deeds in
reforming—saving—an ailing system. And also like Gorbachev, Xi has
started something he cannot control.
In recent developments, Xi has gone after both his predecessors, the
only Communist Party supremos still alive. Ling Jihua, Hu Jintao’s
right-hand man, was placed under investigation by the Party’s Central
Commission for Discipline Inspection in late 2014 for “suspected serious
disciplinary violations”—code for corruption47—and formally arrested in
July 2015. 48 And the CCDI apparently detained Zeng Qinghong
sometime in early 2015.49 The investigation is widely thought to be an
attempt to undermine Zeng’s patron, Jiang Zemin, and it begins the next
phase of political struggle. Not only does the targeting of Zeng represent
the breaking of time-honored understandings, it also is an escalation in
Xi tactics. The new leader is now turning on erstwhile allies: Zeng is
believed to have arranged Xi’s accession to the apex of political power in
2012.
The infighting could get ugly as Xi is removing incentives to
preserve unity. As most top political figures have much to hide—the
Wall Street Journal noted in June 2015 that “all of China’s recent leaders
have enriched themselves and their relatives” 50—the infighting can last a
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long time, and now many believe Xi cannot end his campaign. If he
were to do so, those aggrieved by prior prosecutions would almost surely
retaliate. “What Xi is doing is, to put it mildly, disliked by the
establishment, particularly retired standing committee members,” says
Steve Tsang of the University of Nottingham. “If Xi stumbles, the
knives will be out for him.”51
Like in Kim Jong-un’s North Korea—and Mao’s China—Xi’s logic
is that there can be no stopping until no one else is left standing. As a
practical matter, his war on political opponents is never-ending.
Xi’s all-out assault is perhaps best illustrated by his attack on
factionalism, launched at the December 2014 meeting of the Politburo. 52
In its history, the Communist Party has had many gangs, cliques, circles,
and factions, but Xi made a play to banish this perceived evil.
In one sense, there is nothing new to the attack on factions. After the
turbulent Maoist years, Deng Xiaoping did away with factional discourse.
But Deng, for all his efforts, did not eliminate either factions or intraparty struggle. Groups continued to form, operate, fight each other, and
break apart. He only muted contention, and that had the effect of
pushing disagreement out of sight, at least some of the time.
In another context, however, the attack on factionalism is of great
concern because Xi came to power in unusual circumstances. In a
faction-ridden Communist Party, he leads no faction. People say he
heads the “Princelings,” but that term merely describes sons and
daughters of either former leaders or high officials. These offspring have
views that span the political spectrum and do not form a cohesive group.
Xi became China’s supreme leader because he appealed to all factions, in
large part because he was not identified with any one of them. Therefore,
he was the least unacceptable choice at the time.
Once he reached the top, however, Xi apparently felt vulnerable
without a faction, especially in a system ridden with them. So, in reality,
Xi’s move against factionalism represents an attack on everyone else’s
group. But in the process of launching such a broad-based initiative,
Comrade Jinping put his contemporaries on edge and managed to unite
against him his two immediate predecessors, long-time rivals to each
other. Jiang Zemin and his Shanghai Gang faction and Hu Jintao and his
Communist Youth League faction are now, for the first time ever,
working with common purpose. So the factions that are not supposed to
exist are ganging up on Xi Jinping. 53
At this moment, the Communist Party looks like it is headed to
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another round of debilitating leadership struggle. The ferocity of the
struggle is approaching that of Maoist times, something evident from the
series of rumors of coup plots and assassination attempts, especially in
the first months of 2012 on the eve of Xi taking power, 54 and again in
2014 and 2015. 55 These rumors, for the most part, looked false, but
clearly something was—and still is—amiss in elite circles.
The fact that terrified and desperate political players are continually
spreading stories of armored cars in the center of Beijing and gunfire in
the Communist Party leadership compound of Zhongnanhai means
groups are trying to destabilize Xi’s regime. That is the turbulent
environment in which stories start, circulate, and take on a life of their
own. Xi, in short, has created a situation in which people believe—
probably correctly—that they have no choice but to fight.
As civilians fight, senior officers of the People’s Liberation Army
seem to have gained significant political influence. The dominant
narrative is that Xi took quick control of the military after being named
Party general secretary. At the time, he also became Chairman of the
Party’s Central Military Commission, and as such the leader of the PLA.
Observers have pointed to the series of loyalty oaths made by
generals and admirals in 2014 as proof of his consolidation of authority
over the military,56 and some like veteran China watcher Willy Lam of
the Chinese University of Hong Kong believe that the military has
become his faction in the Party or at least the core of his support. Lam
also notes that the core of the core is the PLA’s Nanjing Military Region.
Xi served in Party posts located in that district and as China’s leader has
favored its officers with high-profile promotions.57 Moreover, Xi is also
thought to have support among the so-called Princeling general
officers.58
The notion that Xi controls the military is incomplete, however. For
one thing, China’s leader has alienated hundreds of mid- to senior-level
officers with both his purges of top generals and his concentration of
promotions among select groups.
The resulting resentment looks like it has affected discipline. For
instance, officers in the Lanzhou Military Region openly defied Xi—and
may have attempted to embarrass him—during his good will trip to India
in September 2014 by ordering a large-scale incursion into Indian
territory. 59 PLA watcher I-chung Lai of The Taiwan Thinktank has
raised the possibility that the border incident was the work of officers
loyal to Bo Xilai, the former Party secretary of Chongqing and adversary
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of Xi, as part of a wider political struggle against the Chinese leader. 60
Moreover, elements of the PLA loyal to former leader Jiang Zemin
reportedly were behind terrorist raids in northeast India, especially one
involving the killing of about 18 Indian troopers in June 2015 in
Manipur.61
Xi now relies on his favored officers to maintain his influence over
the PLA, and that makes them extraordinarily powerful. Therefore, his
favored general officers are gaining power over all realms of policy and
even society. 62 For instance, the declaration of the East China Sea Air
Defense Identification Zone in November 2013, long resisted by
predecessor Hu Jintao, looks like a case where certain officers pushed Xi
around to get what they wanted. 63
Since Xi has taken over as China’s leader, there has been an
unmistakable air of assertion in the senior ranks of the Chinese military,
as flag officers and senior colonels have increasingly been making
comments on diplomatic and national security matters. In fact, there has
been a wider participation of military officers in decision-making bodies,
especially the Foreign Affairs Leading Small Group and the newly
formed Central National Security Commission. “If actors of warfare are
seen as saviors of China and custodians of the quintessence of Chinese
civilization,” writes Willy Lam, “the status of generals as decisionmakers in foreign and national security policies will inevitably be
enhanced.”64 And flag officers are not letting the opportunity go by as
they make their “military diplomacy” the diplomacy of the country.
One can argue that Xi Jinping is an ardent nationalist and there is a
congruence in his views and those of his senior officers. For instance,
the “Chinese dream,” Xi’s signature phrase, is implicitly militant. There
is a measure of truth to this contention, but on balance it seems more
likely that the generals and admirals are pushing Xi than he is pushing
them. Kenneth Lieberthal of the Brookings Institution, a close observer
of China, suggests that Xi has to follow the top brass in order to build
support for his programs. 65 Xi’s constant admonitions to the flag officers
that they are subordinate to the Party—unnecessary if he were fully in
command as most everyone assumes—indicate the generals and admirals
are confident in their power and, at least most of the time, may not have
to answer to anyone but themselves.
So in the Chinese “political ecology,” as the venerable Alice Miller
of the Hoover Institution puts it, Xi looks like he is having difficulty
exercising control over the Communist Party, including its large army.
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This apparent disunity complicates policymaking and decreases the
effectiveness of Beijing’s responses to North Korea. As such, China’s
political distress almost certainly exacerbates the recent difficulties
Beijing has experienced with Pyongyang.
Consequences of North Korean and Chinese Disunity
Why do we care about disunity at the top of both the Chinese and
North Korean political systems? It is no coincidence that, as both
regimes have descended into internal political turmoil, relations between
them have deteriorated. Of course, not all the recent troubles between
the two people’s republics are the result of this strife, but leaders in both
states now appear to be focused on their challenges at home and not on
improving ties with the other.
North Korea is the straw that stirs this particular drink, dictating
events. The observable cooling of relations started there, ostensibly with
the execution of Jang Song-thaek. When the Kim regime unexpectedly
gave wide publicity to Jang’s execution, state media justified the killing
in part on his relations with Beijing. Indirectly, the Chinese were
referred to as “enemies.”66
Jang’s apparently swift downfall and execution resulted in a sharp
deterioration of diplomatic ties between the two states, largely because
Kim Jong-un had entrusted Jang with responsibility for relations with the
DPRK’s large neighbor to the north. His death and the grisly
dismantlement of his loyalist network resulted in the cutting off of dayto-day dealings with Chinese diplomats and officials. The breaking of
ties was then followed by vituperative anti-Chinese propaganda from
Pyongyang.
On the surface, military relations also suffered. For instance, in the
months after Jang’s execution the Korean People’s Army began
“ratcheting up” name calling, labeling China a “sworn enemy.” 67 That
denunciation followed Kim Jong-un ordering the Kang Kon Military
Academy, the training ground for the country’s top officers, to hang
signs with a quote from his grandfather that China is a “turncoat and our
enemy.” 68 And if Beijing did not get the message, the North Korean
military then began painting images of pandas, a symbol of China, on
targets.69
More significantly, the Korean People’s Army is reported to have
moved 80 tanks to its 12th Corps, in Ryanggang province, near the
Chinese border, and probably sent 80 armored vehicles a short time after.
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The corps was formed in 2010 to defend against a Chinese invasion, and
the transfer is believed to be the first deployment of tanks to the area.70
Yet despite all the evident hostility and posturing, it had appeared
that military-to-military dealings mostly remained in place, even if the
cooperation was out of sight at times. There are recent hints, however,
that contacts between the two people’s armies have begun to erode even
further. For instance, it is reported that General Pyon In-son was
executed for refusing Kim Jong-un’s orders to replace subordinate
officers in charge of relations with China.71
Both Kim’s father and grandfather, while maintaining normal
diplomatic relations with Beijing, fired generals perceived as being too
close to their Chinese counterparts. Kim Jong-un, however, has
simultaneously downgraded diplomatic and military ties, something not
seen in a long while, and he is using the ultimate penalty to punish those
wishing to preserve some contact.
Mil-to-mil dealings have been the one stabilizing element between
the two countries, especially because the DPRK is one of the world’s
most militarized states. So a deep rupture in relations between the
People’s Liberation Army and the Korean People’s Army will, in all
probability, have significant and lasting effects.
Donald Kirk, the widely followed North Korea watcher, has written
that internal strife in Pyongyang has often had little effect on relations
with Beijing.72 That perceptive assessment, however, may no longer be
valid because the insecure Kim leader, relying on his family’s decadesold playbook, has identified an enemy, with China filling that role this
time. So what appears to be intensified infighting in Pyongyang looks
like the primary cause of the downward spiral in ties.
Kim Jong-un has shown no signs of letting up on the campaign
against the Chinese, snubbing them at every opportunity he gets. For
instance, Xi Jinping’s congratulatory message on the 66 th anniversary of
the founding of the DPRK in September 2014 was printed on page 3 of
Rodong Sinmun. President Vladimir Putin’s message, on the other hand,
appeared on page 1.73 China was pointedly not invited to the ceremony
marking the end of the mourning period for Kim Jong-il in December of
that year.74
Slights like these are creating friction with China. That friction, in
turn, makes it difficult for Beijing to exercise a stabilizing influence on
the DPRK.
For decades, the Chinese, for good or ill, were actively working with
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Kim family rulers. At the moment, however, their policy toward Korea
looks unusually passive.
This passivity looks to be a result of Beijing’s exasperation with Kim,
evident from most every Chinese analysis in the public domain. Many
term this “North Korea fatigue,” 75 and it is also obvious in almost every
other capital that has had dealings with Pyongyang. As American
diplomat Stapleton Roy said more than a decade ago, “No one has found
a way to persuade North Korea to move in sensible directions,” 76 and not
much has changed since then in this regard. The Chinese, who have
been dealing with the North Koreans from the founding of the DPRK,
look more fatigued than most. After all, they have supported the Kims
with aid and trade for decades and seem to have almost no influence for
all their treasure spent and time devoted. 77
China’s new passive approach—it’s hard to dignify it by terming it a
policy—is not due to a lack of concern. To the contrary, there appears to
be in Beijing a realization of the danger posed by an unstable neighbor
possessing the world’s most destructive weapons. As South Korea’s
President Park Geun-hye said in June 2015 to the Washington Post,
“President Xi firmly adheres to the position that he will not accept a
nuclear-armed North Korea” because “if we let the ongoing enhancement
of North Korea’s nuclear weapons continue, eventually we will face a
situation that will be beyond our control.”78
This absence of a coherent Chinese policy toward North Korea, 79
even in the face of its heightened perception of danger, could be rooted
in the apparent political disunity in Beijing. First, policy elites are
undoubtedly distracted by the infighting among civilian figures. This
infighting, it appears, is resulting in a neglect of North Korea and
indecision. Neglect and indecision are beginning to look like policy
paralysis.
Second, even if some want to try to fix ties, the Chinese military
could be standing in the way.
China’s top brass is known to have views supporting Pyongyang—
the relations between Chinese and North Korean officers are said to be
“forged in blood,” bound by shared outlook, and strengthened by
commercial dealings—and so in the past generals blocked new policy
approaches that seriously undermined the Kimist state. The People’s
Liberation Army already had a special say on Korean matters—due to
the heavy losses it suffered during the Korean War—but its ascendance
resulting from the squabbling among civilians has strengthened its hand
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generally.
The military’s emergence as the most powerful faction in the
Communist Party, a trend beginning in the last decade, may now give
flag officers in some instances a veto over policy toward the Kim regime.
The generals and admirals exercised a veto after the North torpedoed the
Cheonan, a South Korean frigate, in March 2010, and shelled
Yeonpyeong Island the following November. Despite the heavy loss of
life—50 South Koreans were killed in the two incidents—Beijing did not
join the condemnation of the Kim regime because the PLA refused to
back any change in policy. 80
The military’s conservative posture, therefore, has provided stability
to China-North Korea relations. This stability, however, is threatened.
After all, Kim Jong-un’s determined efforts to break this vital militaryto-military link will surely have consequences.
One possible
consequence is that China’s senior officers will lose their special position
in Beijing due to their perceived loss of influence in Pyongyang.
Moreover, Kim’s anti-China posturing could strengthen the hand of
senior PLA officers who would like their country to distance itself from
the DPRK.81
In any event, an erosion of stability in China’s Communist Party is
occurring while Beijing is losing its ability to deal with a North Korea
made volatile by infighting of the worst sort. These two developments
are surely connected, although we may not know the precise relationship
for some time.
Conflicting North Korean and Chinese Foreign Policies
The relationship between North Korea and China is quickly breaking
down not only because of their respective internal problems but also
because Pyongyang’s and Beijing’s foreign policy goals now undercut
each other. There are three principal areas to consider in this regard.
First, China has been trying to develop economic and other ties with
South Korea, what is now called Beijing’s “tilt” toward Seoul. As John
Delury of Yonsei University has noted, Beijing thought its nod toward
South Korea would encourage Kim to become compliant, in order to
prevent China from further drifting to the side of his mortal enemy, the
other Korean state.82
This effort is proceeding well from Beijing’s perspective. Xi
Jinping’s trip to Seoul in July 2014, for instance, was the first time a
Chinese leader visited South Korea before the North. Xi has yet to go to
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North Korea as China’s leader.
Yet, despite what Chinese diplomats may think, China’s strategy is
running into trouble. Kim Jong-un countered by playing a similar game
by courting Russia. In fact, Kim’s strategy seems to be working as some
Chinese academics think their country should try to “repair the house
before it rains,” 83 in other words, fix relations with North Korea, to
among other things, keep Russia away from the Korean peninsula.
In any event, the new Chinese diplomacy is causing friction with
Pyongyang. Even though China’s outreach to South Korea is in reaction
to North Korea’s cutoff of ties with Beijing, the Chinese attempt is
viewed by Pyongyang as nothing short of betrayal. The Kim family,
since the formation of the North Korean state in 1948, has had one
overarching goal: to rule the entire peninsula. Indeed, the DPRK’s
unshakable determination—its mission—to unify the Korean nation is
the fundamental basis of the Kim family’s legitimacy.
Therefore, as long as descendants of Kim Il-sung run a separate
Korean state, the likelihood of a durable peace in North Asia is remote.
A strong North Korea will use its power to try to absorb the Republic of
Korea, and a weak North will use violence to upset status quos it finds
unacceptable. Of course, China, with its new Korean peninsula
diplomacy, now stands in the way of the realization of that mission.
Second, the North’s nuclear arsenal is one of the critical props for the
regime, yet that arsenal creates disagreements with China, “its essential
benefactor.”84
The North’s nukes not only reduce China’s leverage over Pyongyang
but also undermine Beijing’s interests by encouraging Washington to
move forces to the region. Pyongyang’s weapons also strengthen the
case for missile defense in Japan and South Korea and push Japan to
remilitarize. The Chinese, to keep the North Korean nuclear program in
the box, could be forced to further reduce material assistance, and this
would, perhaps for the first time, jeopardize Kim rule.
Young Kim Jong-un is insistent on keeping his nukes, but he also
needs substantially more aid to conduct his byungjin line—“progress in
tandem”—policy of developing the economy and nuclear weapons at the
same time. China, for its own reasons, is not on board with this approach.
Third, the North Korean state looks like it is entering another period
of vulnerability, and this also raises tensions between Pyongyang and
Beijing. Some say that should the North look like it will collapse,
China’s military could march south, establish order, and either annex the
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DPRK or attempt to arrange a compliant ruling group in Pyongyang.
Korea would, once again, fall into China’s lap, substantially
strengthening Beijing’s position in Asia. Shi Yinhong, the oft-quoted
Chinese international relations analyst, has argued the DPRK’s failure
would advance Chinese interests as a newly-unified Korea would move
closer to China and distance itself even further from Japan. Furthermore,
Seoul would then see no need for American troops on Korean soil. 85
The stability of the North Korean state has been in question since the
late 1980s or early 1990s, but it has always survived. “Almost twenty
years later, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is still there and
those predicting its imminent collapse have continually been proven
wrong,” writes Jamie Metzl of the Atlantic Council in “Doomsday: The
Coming Collapse of North Korea.” “But today, the North Korean
madness may well be nearing its endgame.” 86
Although the North is far from reaching the final of the seven stages
outlined by defense analyst Bob Collins, 87 there is growing concern
about the ability of the Kim regime to sustain itself. The Bank of Korea,
the South Korean central bank, estimates that the North has been
averaging about 1% growth in recent years, 88 but it looks as if the
country will not be able to keep up even that meagre pace because of the
ongoing drought, which could make 2015 another time of extreme
hardship. Pyongyang says the water shortage is the worst in a century.
More important from a regime stability point of view, the downturn
in the so-called “royal economy” looks serious. There are reports that
the Kim family is not taking care of its own as it once did. “Events that
used to be punctuated with gifts, for example, have given way to
expressions of appreciation” notes Ken Gause of the Committee for
Human Rights in North Korea. 89 Apparently, Kim family sources of
income are declining, and Joshua Stanton of the One Free Korea site
reports that Kim Jong-un may be drawing down his offshore cash and
gold reserves. “He doesn’t have the resources to be able to consolidate
his power and buy relationships,” Gause notes.90
So at this moment, Kim Jong-un is searching for cash. Neither South
Korea nor the United States appears inclined to rescue him, and the same
is true for the Kremlin, even though Moscow is “looking east” 91 and
Russia and North Korea have declared 2015 to be a “year of
friendship.”92 Unfortunately, for Kim, he has little to offer the Russians,
so they are not going to support him to any great extent. 93 In 2014,
Moscow ratified the writing off of almost $10 billion of Soviet-era
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uncollectable loans 94 and made promises, but the Kremlin does not
appear to be providing much in fresh assistance.
As a practical matter, the only country that can help Kim is China.
The relationship between the two nations, despite the current freeze, is
deep. North Korea’s trade with the People’s Republic—about $6.5
billion annually—is 60 times more than its trade with Russia, which
amounted to about $113 million at last count. 95 Beijing is also supplying
aid, although the full extent of it is even less known than in the past. The
Chinese have often reduced material assistance to make a point, as they
are undoubtedly doing now, but so far they have not put the North
Korean state at risk by withdrawing all support. Says James Person of
the Wilson Center: “In the past decade or so, the North Koreans have
been more dependent on China than they’ve been dependent on any
country in their history.” 96 The North resents its dependence, and the
friction is bound to get worse in coming years.
The Kim regime, consequently, appears to be entering another
especially difficult period, and it will blame Beijing, which is, for the
first time, realizing how serious the situation on the Korean peninsula has
become.
North Korea’s need for aid and the lack of donors create an unstable
situation. In the past, the North has roiled North Asia when it has
demanded assistance. It is bound to do so again. China may or may not
be a status quo power in that region, but Beijing will not like
Pyongyang’s attempts to extract assistance with increasingly provocative
acts.
Conclusion
In one sense, the international community has a stake in Beijing’s
clout in North Korea. Why? The Korean policies of many countries have
long been based on China solving Pyongyang-caused problems.
For instance, at the beginning of the last decade Washington looked
to Beijing to broker an end to the North Korean nuclear weapons
program. Others have hoped the Chinese would help unify the two
Koreas.
It has never been clear that Beijing wanted to promote solutions
favored by the international community, but now there is a recognition
that China did not in fact have sufficient influence in Pyongyang and will
not, at least for the foreseeable future, be able to move North Korea in
better directions.
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Turmoil in both capitals, among other reasons, ensures that China
will not be part of solutions for years to come.
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